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1 Introduction 

It is widely known that many lexical verbs are also used as functional words in Burmese. 
Used as functional words, some of these verbs precede the main verb, and some follow. 
A few verbs can both precede and follow the main verb. For example, when preceding the 
main verb, the verb 6� tGi ' look' has an adverbial function meaning something like 
'with discretion, carefully' ; when it follows the head-verb, it means 'try to [verb] ' .  

The verb GO: pe 'give' also has functional usages. Following the head verb, its 
function is benefactive (or applicative), as in ( 1 ), or else it denotes the 'destination of 
action' , as in (2) (the opposite direction, with UK ju 'take' is shown in (3)). It can also have 
a transitive/causative meaning, as in (4). 

) (' (' (' ('/ / 0 (' (' 
( 1  oaJ;GOXl c;>c'1P:3dO'6m 3da>0: or (9O?GO:�OOIl 

tGano khlNbja.7atwd/?asci/ go pha? pe.& 
1 you.for/on behalf of/to read.pe. lRR 
'I  will read it for/on behalf of/to you.' 

( )  0 (' & 0 (' 
2 �.3dG(9 O?<J?O?oo'P 3dOOOUa>0 

8lJ.7aphe tdka80.l1Ja ?INgalei? sa 
his.father university.in English.language 
'His father teaches English at university. ' 

Q 0 C" & 0 C' (3) O(.O)�: O?<J?O?oo'P 3dOOOUa>0 
8lJ.7aphe tdka80.l1Ja ?INgalei? sa 

(' (' 
O)CGU:O?OOIl 
elN.pe.& 
learn.give.REAL 

(' (' 
o)CO(O?OOIl 
81NJu.d£ 

his.daughter university.in English.language 
'His daughter learns English at university.' 

learn. take. REAL 

I would like to thank to Mr Kato, Associate Professor at Osaka University of Foreign Studies, who 
brought this phenomenon to my attention. I also thank U Khin Aye �:;;>�"3>:, Professor in the Department 
of Myanmar Language and Literature at Yangon University, and other teachers there. While I was 
studying at Yangon University, they always supported me and put up with my endless questioning. 
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(4) 
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" 0 c c .  c c 
�G� o.:>�O( ClIu,ooo, OOOGO:OOOOIl 
7ame 8amf.go �apaN.wu7soUN wu7.pe.d£ 
mother daughter.oBl Japan.clothing wear.pe.REAL 
'The mother helps her daughter to put on her Japanese dress.' 

In the examples ( 1 )-(4) in functional use, the verb GO: pe 'give' always follows the head 
verb, having one of the three meanings outlined above. However, I will describe here a 
further usage of GO: pe, preceding the head verb and with 'causative' meaning, as in (5). 

o c c 
(5) 0(.0( GU:OCOOOOIl 

8y.go pe.wIN.di: 
he.OBl pi-enter. REAL 
'He/she was allowed in.' 

There is some evidence that this is a recent phenomenon, reported, to my knowledge, for 
the first time by Kato ( 1 998). I can find no published references to GU: pe which pre-date 
this. Soe ( 1 999) does not list GU: pe as a pre-head versatile causativiser, again suggesting 
that the grammaticalisation of causative GO: pe is recent. I have been told by older 
speakers of Burmese that this construction is not pure Burmese, but despite this, I want to 
describe it for two reasons. Firstly, it seems that many people have already accepted the 
causative GO: pe construction and make habitual use of it - perhaps unconsciously. 
Secondly, it is possible that causative GO: pe is an example of recent grammaticalisation in 
Burmese. In this short article, I will provide various examples of causative GU: pe, and 
consider its syntactic and semantic features. 

2 Predicate structure 

Before proceeding further, I will outline briefly the structure of verbal predicates in 
Burmese. Okell ( 1 969) regards all analysable (complex) verbs as compounds, which he 
classifies as ordinary, pre-verb and auxiliary compounds (Okell 1 969:24-25). Okell ' s  
classification and terminology will be adopted in  this article. According to Okell and 
Allott (200 1 ), causative GO: pe is common pre-verb. As for Okell's definition, pre-verb 
compounds can be paraphrased with complex sentences using the subordinate clause 
marker [9: pi, as in (6) and (7). I will refer to verbs separated from the preceding causative 
GO: pe as main 'head' verbs, without attempting a precise definition of 'head' .  

(6) 
c c c 

OOO?,,?UOOOOIl 
Sh£ 7 .lou 7 .tt 
continue.do.REAL 
'(He) continues to do. '  

(7) oo�[9: 
sh£7.pi 

c c ,,?UOOOOIl 
lou7.tt 

continue.SUBORD do. REAL 
' (He) continues to do. '  
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3 Examples of causative OUI pe 

In this section, I will list some examples of causative GO: pe I have found. First, examples 
from Okell and Allott (200 1 : 120-12 i). 

( 
'1 (' 0 (' 0 (' '1 

8) O?SIO?GroGo:>? GOY.lCGro:O( GO:GOOC:�C'Y)OIc\y'):1I 
takhatale.dg kauNle.go pe.mauN .lai? .pa.la 
sometimes.but bOy.OB) pe.drive.just.poL.Q 
'Why don't you just let the boy drive sometimes?' 

( 
(' (' (' (' 9) o?Q)tQ)ooC'Y) GO:'=l�OGo:>?O(:1I 

( 1 0) 

( 1 1 )  

ta.lJi? .th£7 pe.ma.lou? .tg.bu 
one. year. than pe.NEG .do.anymore.NEG 
' [We] don't allow [them] to work for more than one year.' 

<:' 0 0 <:'  .... GOOCGro:O( '=lGO:O(Ctll 
maUN .le.go ma.pe.kaiN .nf 
younger-brother.obj NEG.pe.hold.NEG/IMP 

. 'Don't let your younger brother touch it.' 

Q 
Oil.oo 
8y.Shi 
s/he.place 

elY.) 
sa.go 
letter.OB) 

(' 0 (' '1 GO:(9o?�C'Y)o I II 
pe.pha? .lai? .pa 
plread.just. POL 

(' (' (' 0.:> O? 0.:> O? '=lG lOp 0(: G.y.> II 
8a?8a? ma.je.bu.n:' 
separately NEG.write.NEG.OK? 

Q 0 3 elY.) 0( on 
di.sa.go.oa 
this.letter.only 

'I won't write separately to her, all right? Would you please just have her read 
this letter? ' 

( 12) 
(' Q Q (' Q)C'Y)0?: '=lGo:�:llc�:1I 

, s£7.beiN ma.pe.Sl .�lN.bu 
bicycle NEG .pe.ride. want.NEG 
'I don't want to let you ride my bike.' 

The following examples were collected in Yangon from 2000 to 2002. They are described 
further in Okano (2002: 1 39-140). 

( 1 3) oaJtGoo3.d? ��G'=l:(c0) G�:oj:o?� 1I 
tGang.go di.7ime pe.80uN.d£ 
LOB) this.e-mail pe.use.REAL 
'They let me use this e-mail [account] . '  

( 14) '=lux>e;,:troOt:�ood? Go:o�'=l03 oo�O?0311 
mahabaNd\Jl�.paN�N .dt-go pe.wiN .mE thiN.dE 
Maha Bandula.park.inside.to pe.enter..IRR think. REAL 
'I think that [ they] will allow us to go into Maha Bandula Park. ' 
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( 1 5)  <"l.I0'a(XpOO C\n�� G��:n? GO:G06�u311 

( 1 6) 

<tapaN.shaja.gg laJiN khamja.go pe.tw�.m£ 
Japan.teacher.SUBl come.if yoU.OBl pe.meet.IRR 
'If the Japanese teacher comes here, I ' l l  have you meet him. ' 

<:' <:' 0 <:' 0 0 <:'  <:' 
a. O? 00 0000 If>:ooG>GccncO( gooCijl Go:ro:�COOOOIl 

9lJzatg.gg nwa.ta.thaUN .go nw£<to pe.sa.khaiN .de 
Sujata.sUBl cow .one. thousand.OBl licorice pe.eat. order. REAL 
'Sujata provided licorice for a hundred cows. '  

b.  
<:' <:' 0 <:' 0 <:' O? 0000 00 If>:ooG>GccncO( gooCijl GO:ro:OOOOIl 

9lJzatg.gg nwa.ta.thauN .go nw£<to pe.sa.de 
Sujata.suBl cow .one. thousand.obj licorice pe.eat.REAL 
' Sujata provided licorice for a hundred cows . '  

The example ( 1 6)a i s  an utterance which was subsequently corrected to ( 1 6)b. Of course, 
we could produce a forced parsing of ( 1 6a) 'Sujata ordered a hundred cows to give and to 
eat licorice', though of course such an interpretation would be rejected as meaningless in 
any context, and so the only plausible interpretation is that of ( 1 6b). This pair of sentences 
sheds light on the grammaticalisation in progress. 

( 
* 0 <:' 0 0 <:'  <:' 

1 7) ? OOGro:G06O( 3Cl�C GO: <?,,? 00 0000 II 
khale.dwe.go ?ajiN pe.PQ.lai? t£ 
child.pL.OBl before pe.see-off.juSt.REAL 
' [I asked the driver to] drop the children off fIrst. ' 
(e.g. before coming to pick us up.) 

( 1 7) ,  an utterance 1 actually heard, is not acceptable to all Burmese speakers. Although it 
follows the syntactic pattern of causative GO: pe, it is unacceptable possibly because there 
exists a birnorphernic formal register verb GO:�. pe.pQ with the meaning ' send' ,  which is 
applicable to things rather than people. 

Although we may encounter causative GO: pe frequently in spoken Burmese, it is less 
common in written forms of the language. The following examples ( 1 8) and ( 1 9) are taken 
from the novel c'J8'i'�� G>8ro�'=lu3 lJajou7.ll}aN.jiN sa?.l�iN.m£ !fit 's real chilli, then 
it will be hot by Maung Thara GOO�:xY.)�, written in 1 982 in collquial style Burmese. 

( 1 8) n?:D2:00 
ko.bg7u.gg 
KoBaU.SUBl 

o <:' 

�O(;:OOGO?? 
Sl.d6uN .gg.dg 
exist.time.when.but 

o <:' <:' 
300Gro:tG>Go:noo 

di.khale.t;,laJau? 
this.child.two.CLF 

<:' <:' <:' 0  0.:> G>oc 00 00 <t. 
9i?pin.t£f .phQ 
tree.climb.PURP 

C' g o . .... C' (" 
G;G;OJ?OJ? 3dOCOO3Clo.:>:O( ooCijll;.GO'Y.>c GO:'=l�OOO(:1I 

nene9aoa 7apiN .gg. 7a91.go dactu.nf.dauN pe.ma.shu? .phu 
let-alone tree.from. fruit.OBl pole. with. even pe.NEG.pluck.NEG 
'When Ko Ba 00 was alive, he didn't even allow his two children to pick fruit 
from the tree with a pole, let alone climb up it. ' (p.28) 
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( 9) 
� � � � � � 0 • � 1 O(;O(;IOlP'l'lC o.n:tallOUXlmO( IOoy')�:IOonC IOo:�ma>?:O(:n 

kOuNgoUN.pj6.jgjin 9a.lJajau7.ko bOloUN.daUN pe.ma.gaza.bu 
complete.ADyREDuP.tell.must.if son.twO.CLF.OBJ football. even pe.NEG.play.NEG 
'To tell the whole story, he didn't  even allow his two sons to play football . '  (p.29) 

Another example (20) in print is an essay by Kan Chun (1997), also written in colloquial 
style. 

(20) 
... " � .,  0 " 0  ... � 0 0 ., 

m 31OQ:nC:OI:0( o.:>�:O(.� "le3:�:nlO0'6O(OI  
k£  dl.ShaUNba.go 9amijf IU�l.mibg.dwe.go.ba 
so this.article.OBJ daughter.poss adult.parent.pL.OBJ.also 
' So, have your your parents read [my] article as well, girls. ' 

� 0 � ., • 

IOO:(9CY.)�mo 13f:n 

pe.pha7 .lai7 .pa.70UN 
pe.read.just.POL.further 

Causative 100: pe seems to be restricted mainly to spoken Burmese, since I have found only 
a very few examples of it in print, and no examples of it in literary style Burmese, though 
Okell and Allott (2001: 120) do list a formal, literary Burmese entry for causative 100: pe. 

4 Syntactic features of causative GO. pe 

I will now consider the syntactic features of the causative 100: pe construction. An analysis 
of the syntactic features of complex predicates in Burmese must take account of 

constituent order; 

negation; 

the possibility of paraphrasing the predicate by substituting a complex 
sentence using some dependent clause marker; 

ellipsis. 

As mentioned above, causative 100: pe precedes another head verb. This position is 
syntactically highly independent. As with other pre-verbs, normally the negative � rna 
preftxes not to causative 100: pe but to the head verb. Also, causative 100: pe can be 
paraphrased to form a complex sentence by using the dependent marker @: pi (see example 
(7) above). These phenomena are re-examined here. 

In fact, the negative particle � rna sometime precedes both causative 100: pe and the 
head verb. This is noted by Okell and Allott (2001), who provide some examples, (10) and 
(12) above. This construction may, however, not be acceptable for all speakers. It seems 
that speakers from Mon state do not accept sentences negated in this way (more in section 
6 below on the intuition of Burmese speakers from Mon state). 

A paraphrased causative 100: pe construction is usually considered grammatical and 
acceptable. However, they are difftcult to ftnd in spontaneous contexts. I was unable to 
obtain any examples of complex paraphrasings of causative 100: pe despite many attempts 
to elicit them from informants. Again, it seems that speakers from Mon State ftnd such 
constructions completely unacceptable. I conclude that the construction is grammatically 
possible, but not used. 

As for ellipsis, Okell (1969:30) notes that 'questions containing [complex predicates 
containing pre-verbs] are sometimes (but not invariably) answered with the second 
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member only. ' He adds that this feature distinguishes pre-verbs from ordinary compounds. 
However, in one-word answers to questions containing causative GO: pe constructions, it is 
not the pre-verb GO: pe which is ellided, but the other verb. Compare (2 1 )  and (22): 

(2 1 )  c- c-
rooo,,?oaCO?:1I 
sh£7.lou7.ma.la 
continue. do. l  RR. Q 
' Will you carry on doing [it]?'  

(22) c-
Go:,,?oaCO?:1I 
pe.lou7.ma.la 
pldo.lRR.Q 
' Will you allow me to do [it]??  

c- c-
,,?oaooll 
10u7.mf: 
dO.lRR 
'Yes, I wil l . '  

c- c-
*,,?oaooll 
*10u7.mf: 
*dO.lRR 
* ' Yes, I will . '  

?ro03a0311 
7sh£7.mf: 
?continue.lRR 
? 'Yes, I will. '  

c-
Go:aooll 
pe .mf: 
pe.lRR 
' Yes, I will. '  

We can account for this apparent anomaly by noting that the causativiser cannot be ellided 
because it changes valency. In causative constructions, the subject of the embedded clause 
(the subject of V) is assigned the object case marker o? ko and another noun appears as the 
subject of the matrix clause. If GO: pe is omitted, the sentence would become 
ungrammatical because the matrix predicate no longer satisfies its argument structure. 

5 Semantics of causativeGo: pe 

Burmese has, traditionally, two grammatical forms to express causative meaning. These 
are lOG> se and �6: khaiN. These two are, of course, different not only in meaning but also 
in syntactic category. Here we shall consider only their meanings. 

Okano ( 1 994) described the characterictics of GG> se as follows: if the subject NP is 
animate, it does not intentionally obstruct the occurrence of the event expressed by the 
verb; if the subject NP is inanimate, it is the cause of the occurrence of the event expressed 
by V. 

If the subject of the verbal predicate containing lOG> se is animate - typically human - it 
is difficult to say that the event is caused directly or intentionally by the subject. Moreover, 
in modem use lOG> se is not used alone, but rather is usually accompanied by other modal 
auxiliaries such as "ll6 tGhlN 'want',  or 61 jg 'must' .  Okell and Allott (200 1 :  1 20) note that 
[verb ]GG> se is being superseded in colloquial Burmese by GO: pe [verb] and by [verb ]-8�1Si 
khw!N.pjy 'give someone permission to [verb) ' .  Note that both GO: pe [verb] and [verb]-
8�1Si khw!N.pjy typically have human subjects. If the subject is inanimate, then the verbal 
predicate is more transitive rather than causative. 

In the case of [verb]�6: khaiN causatives, the subject intentionally approaches the 
causee to get something done. Here �6: khaiN preserves much of its full lexical meaning 
'order' or 'put to work' - usually by word of mouth. In other words, �6: khaiN is a 
compulsive causative, while lOG> se implies approval. 

There is a further difference between lOG> se and �6: khaiN. When it occurs with realis 
verb sentence marker 0003 tf:, lOG> se entails realisation of the event expressed by the verb, 
while V, while �6: khaiN does not. 

The causative GO: pe construction is more similar in meaning to lOG> se than to �6: khaiN. 
Both [verb] lOG> se and GO: pe [verb] express approval or permission. Basically, both 
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express that the causee - the subject of the main verb - has the desire to do something and 
the causer - the subject of <;>0: pe - gives the causee permission to carry out the action. Of 
course this applies only when both causee and causer are human or animate. Additionally, 
causative <;>0: pe also entails realisation of the event. 

6 Additional implication of goa pe causative 

Sometimes the causative <;>0: pe construction implies its original meaning 'give' .  Consider 
examples ( 1 1 ), ( 1 6) and (20). The predicates in these examples can be interpreted as 'give 
and [verb] ' .  For example, (20) could be translated 'please give your parents this article 
and have them read it. ' In a few cases, the accomplishment of the event denoted by the 
verb presupposes an act of giving. For example, if someone wants to read a book you 
possess, he or she must ask for the book from you before reading it. The temporal order of 
the occurrence of the two events - in this case giving and reading - corresponds to the 
order of <;>0: pe and the main verb in a causative <;>0: pe construction. Is such a 
correspondence inevitable? It may be certain that the implication of giving something in 
causative <;>0: pe construction is caused by the constituent order of the verbal predicate. 

Moreover, when causative <;>0: pe implies actually giving something, the meaning 
will become close to that of a causative ��: khaiN construction. The reason for this is that 
there is a sense that the subject actively approaches the causee to have some action 
accomplished - the compulsive meaning referred to above. 

7 Mon influence? 

The causative <;>0: pe construction may have been influenced by the Burmese spoken in 
Mawlamyine (Moulmein), in Mon State. An expression of this kind is mentioned in the 
Burmese-Japanese Dictionary (Harada and Ohno 1 979:262): <;>0:�03 pe.jai? 'give.hit' is 
glossed as ' to allow to beat; Mawlamyine dialect, the speech of Mon people ' .  One of my 
informants, U Hla Maung, a 66-year-old from Mon State, told me the following when I 
questioned him on this point: 

' In the 1 970s and early 1 980s, many necessities were smuggled over the Thai border 
into Mon state. Mon merchants carried these necessities to Yangon and they opened 
a black market at Seingyun, near today's Mingalar market. This black market was 
very crowded because it was almost the only way to obtain daily necessaries in 
Yangon. '  

I t  is  suggested that Burmese may have borrowed the causative <;>0: pe construction from 
Mawlamyine dialect Burmese, itself influenced by Mon, where the verb (Y) ko 'give ' is a 
productive causativiser. If this situation is true, then this construction may have begun to 
appear in Yangon Burmese during the 1 970s, before the 1 982 stories by Maung Thara 
quoted above. 

Is the Mon causative the source of the Burmese causative <;>0: pe construction? Did the 
Mon construction directly inifluence Burmese? In my opinion, this is unlikely: Burmese 
speakers have associated with Mon speakers for at least a thousand years, which means it 
is difficult to explain why causative <;>0: pe exerted its influence over Burmese only in the 
1 980s. One might speculate that Mon affected the Mawlamyine dialect of Burmese, and 
that it was this, rather than Mon, which influenced Yangon Burmese. 
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8 Conclusion 

The causative 100: pe construction is a recent development in colloquial Burmese. 
Causative 100: pe occurs preceding the main verb in a verb phrase, and is syntactically 
somewhat independent. Unlike other pre-verbs, causative 100: pe cannot be elided in any 
context; this suggests that it is absolutely vital in the construction. Semantically, causative 
100: pe expresses approval, and in this respect it is similar to causative lOG> se which is 

rarely used with human subjects and human causees. Causative IOU: pe sometimes implies 
its lexical meaning 'give' ;  in such cases, the verb 100: pe may be interpreted twice: once 
with the meaning 'giving something to someone' and then again with the meaning 'asking 
him/her to use it' .  When causative 100: pe carries the meaning 'give ' ,  it is no longer 
similar to the causative causative lOG> se. 

It remains difficult to give a full account of the grammatical status and meaning of the 
causative 100: pe construction. Many speakers use this expression unconsciously while 
others do not wholly accept it as grammatical Burmese, a situation which makes it difficult 
to interpret consistently the judgements of informants. Nonetheless, it is worth describing 
this phenomenon to provoke further inquiry into Burmese syntax. 
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